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Expectations

 You will be learning an entirely new way to read.

 A consequence of this process is that you will read 2 

to 6 times faster

 You have the potential to remember everything you 

need to

 The program is today PLUS at least 21 days of 

practice

 This is actually a very simple process

o You don’t have to understand the research or the 

principles behind the method in order to be a 

complete success at the process.

 You can become a Master Learner



The Basis for Nearly All Speed Reading Programs

• Read one word at a time

• Read left to right

• Say the words aloud in our heads

• Evelyn Wood discovered that none of the naturally fast readers she 
interviewed and tested did the things we teach our children:



Read multiple words at a time . . .One word at a time

Read down the page . . .Left to Right

See and  know . . . Say the words aloud silently

Read fast to remember more . . .Read slow to remember more

Let the meaning build on multiple passesGet it all on the first pass

Reading/learning in a relaxed state . . .Stress

New View From ResearchTraditional Reading Education

Why Do We Think We are Done Learning How To Read in Elementary School?



Faster is Better ! – When it comes to reading, anyway

Most people believe that the 
slower you read, the more you 
remember

• Totally not true

Slowing down to increase 
comprehension produces chaos, 

loss of concentration, and 
impeded long term memory. 

Information processing should 
be effortless, stress free and 
based on specific strategies. 



Stress
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FIRST NEW TECHNIQUE: A Pacer for our Eyes

 Our eyes are designed to follow a moving 

object

o It’s automatic, built into our biology

o Your eyes move many times faster with a pacer

o Can double your reading speed by using pacer

Many children are reprimanded for 

pointing at the words with their fingers

o Actually, this was the right thing to do.



Types of pacers

Finger

Pen

Cursor



NEXT TECHNIQUE: GROUNDING AND CENTERING

Don’t go 
through your 
day like a flying 
head!

Right now, 
create a 
picture in 
your mind of 
3 books in 
your hands

Associate that 
picture with the 
thought that you 
will be reading 
three books in 
the time you 
used to take to 
read one

This 
visualization 
will insure 
your success

Why does this work?



Why this Works

• Create the thought and 
you create the reality

Your mind doesn’t 
really 

differentiate 
between reality 

and thought

• Why you want to change

You must have a 
clear idea about 
why you want to 

do something

• Be sure to clearly 
articulate and visualize it.

The Intention of 
what you are 

doing is 
important.



WOOP

An internal motivation 
system can be best 

engaged by 
contemplating both a 
desired future as well 
as all the obstacles 

that stand in the way. 

While optimism can help us alleviate 
immediate suffering and persevere 

in challenging times, merely 
dreaming about the future actually 
makes people more frustrated and 

unhappy over the long term and less 
likely to achieve their goals.

Gabriele Oettingen, Ph.D. http://www.psych.nyu.edu/oettingen/

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http://www.psych.nyu.edu/oettingen/&h=NAQHIFGkdAQHCrJ49QNrYjcwqiL9rAy3yPc6wU4HMsBOiyQ&enc=AZOJTrpXUMmXyxhJ0FA85K1c79pd-pntV7oOD4z_-gyfykrsbAVlRTrAw7U9Y-B0qiY0aLPuacRbFmfWHo5xg9L5VmaqaFa6IXLPHEQZV5g0mCwTPH-vlZNmHaXF24qn8wleg2B2COV2eat6N9BvLHeVad79X1yUcx-XHU8_h2bRnNcRyzSkPd3l9d9bQPwXY9l3ky6HQ4ygP506R9sqb-8Z&s=1


A Process for Achieving Your Goals







Step 2: Overview

“S” or “Z” 
pattern

Relax your 
vision: soft focus

Just see what 
jumps out at you

• A few words will at 
first

• Much more as you 
practice

Do this practice 
without 

worrying about 
comprehension 

at first



Step 3: GIST

Divide the 
line into a 

left half 
and a right 

half

Use your soft 
focus

peripheral 
vision

Look for 
the general 

idea of 
what is 

going on

Now you are 
going to 

spend more 
time on the 

line

The words that you noticed during the OVERVIEW provide the 

questions that will help your mind build on those ideas and 

search for the meaning.



Step 4: Details

Spending 
the most 

time on the 
line

Filling in 
the 

remaining 
details

Take in two or 
three words at 

a time – soft 
focus / 

peripheral 
vision

Go back 
through 

again if you 
didn’t get 
enough.

RELAX - SEE THE WORDS AND KNOW THEM



Use your 
pen as a 

pacer.

Helps move 
your eye 
down the 

page.

Use your soft 
focus 

Peripheral 
Vision

Very fast 
pass

See what 
“jumps out” 

at you.

Get the 
“overview” 
of the story

Your mind 
sees every 

word

Take in half 
the line at a 

time.

Training your 
eye to take in 

multiple 
words at a 

time.

Get the 
general idea –

the gist – of 
the story.

Take in 2 or 
3 words at a 
time (or as 

many as 
you can).

Get the 
remaining 
details of 
the story.

Speed Reading Techniques Summary



You must believe it is possible

Suspend 
the need 
to be 
right all 
the time

Open your 
mind to the 
possibility 
that things 
could be 
different 
from what 
you believe

Give yourself 
PERMISSION 
to bring these 
skills into 
your life.

Don’t spend 
time trying 
to figure out 
why they 
don’t work 
for you!

Spend your 
time 
figuring out 
how to get 
better and 
better at the 
process so 
you can reap 
the benefits.



When Practicing or Studying. . .

 Ground and center yourself first

Make some positive affirmations and 

visualizations

Your mood controls at least 50 

percent of the outcome



Change your emotions – Emotional Scale
(adapted from “Ask and it is Given” by Esther and Jerry Hicks)

Try to raise yourself at least one level

1. Joy/Love/Appreciation

2. Passion

3. Enthusiasm/Eagerness

4. Optimism

5. Hopefulness

6. Contentment

7. Boredom

8. Pessimism

9. Frustration/Irritation/Impatience

10.Disappointment

11.Anger

12.Revenge

13.Hatred/Rage

14.Jealousy

15. Insecurity

16.Guilt/Unworthiness

17.Fear/Grief/Despair/Powerlessness



Use the Process –

Become a super 

reader and learner

Adopt the Speed 

Reading Mindset and 

see the world 

differently.

Becoming a 

Master Learner

o Read more in less time

o Remember more

o Enjoy more

o Read more in less time

o Remember more

o Enjoy more

o Use the “backdoors” for a better life

o See the world differently

o Look deeper into issues

o Challenge assumptions

o Be more engaged in the world

Two Paths of Speed Reading Achievement



The Next Step - Notetaking

Notes are important – they 
allow you to select a context 

for an item and to choose what 
will go into long term memory

One of the things that 
successful people have in 

common is that they take lots 
of notes that work for them.

Do your notes work for you?
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Association Matrix

 Takes advantage of 

how our brain works

NOTES.pdf
NOTES.pdf


Triple Reading Process

Front/Back cover

Table of Contents

Front matter

Book layout

Index

“What’s ahead?”

Prepare binding

Context

Get the headlines, 
the major ideas, 

the key topics

“S” or “Z” 
Pattern

Is the material 
relevant to our 

learning 
purpose?

OVERVIEW GIST

Slower, 
spending more 

time on the 
line.

Half the 
line at a 

time

Build the 
meaning.

Slowest –
two or 
three 

words at a 
time. 

Building 
on the 

meaning. 

DETAILS

Begin taking notesLayout your notes

1 2 3

Go back through for as many passes as you need to collect details

The difference between the Gist and Details phase will blur over time

Just take in as many words at a glance as your growing peripheral vision will permit



How to take down a book

• You will be more receptive to 

learning and remembering.
Always Ground and 

Center yourself.

• Your brain needs to know 

what to look for and why. 
Get very clear what 

you are after.

• Build the foundational ideas 

of what the book is about.

Do a quick “page 

turning overview” of 

the book.

• Would it be better if you 

read the chapters in a 

different order?

Look at the table of 

contents.

• Chapters or Subjects? What 

works best for your needs.Set up your notes



Speed Reading Lifestyles

Diet and exercise

Awareness of your daily emotional and physical rhythms

Creating an empowering home environment

Adjusting your work environment to be more healthy

Controlling your exposure to toxic substances

Creating an intention to have a more even flow to your life.



•Will result in better and faster 

attainment of your hopes and dreams 

Bringing these things 

into alignment with 

what you want out of 

life.

• Surround yourself with people who support 

your lifestyle choices.

• Go to events of like-minded people who 

will empower you.

• Find your passion and make that your work.

Create a daily life 

free of the many 

struggles and 

shadows that get in 

the way.

Speed Reading Lifestyles



Willing 

to see 

what is

See beyond 

the fight to 

possibilities

Let go of 

the filters 

of our past

Let go of the 

blinders of 

expectations

Perceive 

without 

judging

The Power of Discovery



Speed Reading Principles

Use a pacer for as long as it 
makes sense

Use soft focus peripheral vision

• Take in 3 to 6 words at a time
• Right, left, up, down

Pass multiple times through 
your readings

Integrate a right-brain note-
taking method

Read/learn in a relaxed state



Some Key Ideas

You don’t have to know it all to 
be an expert

You don’t have to memorize the 
entire book  to be very 
knowledgeable and conversant in 
the topics

You don’t always have to finish 
an entire book to get what you 
need from it.



The secret to making this happen . . .

trusting yourself 
to first train your 

eyes, 

second, give up 
Fear of Change 

and 

third, give 
yourself 

permission to 
use speed reading 
strategies in place 

of reading slow.



Test Taking 

Taking an exam with 
questions and material 
to examine, like an SAT 

or MCAT or an open-
book test

First, 
Overview the 

entire test and 
questions (Z)

See what you 
can answer.

Next, go through the test 
again using the GIST 

approach

Find more 
answers.

You see the 
end of the test 

again.

Next, Go through again 
with the DETAILS 

technique

Answer more 
questions.

Then start 
with the first 
unanswered 

question.

You have seen that the test has an end! Stress goes way down.



Post Class Practice Plan

 Use the process whenever you read 

ANYTHING

 Use the pacer – don’t skip any step

 Intentionally practice a specific aspect 

of the program 10 - 15-minutes a day

Within 3-weeks, you will absolutely have 

improved and increased your ability to 

learn and it will feel more natural



What about the future?

Let the 
process 
evolve.

2, 3, 4 lines 
at a time is 

possible

The way I 
do it now . . . 



Delicious ambiguity

“I wanted a perfect ending. 
Now I've learned, the hard way, 
that some poems don't rhyme, 
and some stories don't have a clear 
beginning, middle, and end.

Life is about not knowing, 
having to change, 
taking the moment and making the best of it, 
without knowing what's going to happen next.

Delicious ambiguity.”

-- Gilda Radner (1946 – 1989)



How to Learn from Textbooks

• All textbooks are organized by systems of 

ideas within them. Take notes using the 

association matrix the systems to help you 

begin to learn them. 

– Notice when you name, identify, connect, 

distinguish, and explain using the ideas you 

learned. 

• Test yourself by trying to explain key 

ideas in non-technical language.



Ideas for Becoming a Master Student
(excerpted from “The Thinkers Guide for Students on How to Study and Learn” by Richard Paul and Linda Elder)

1. Make sure you thoroughly understand the requirements of each 

class, how it will be taught, and what will be expected of you. Ask 

questions about the grading policies and for advice" on how best to 

prepare for class. 

2. Become an active learner. Be prepared to work ideas into your thinking 

by active reading, writing, speaking, and listening. 

3. Think of each subject you study as a form of thinking. (If you are in a 

history class, your goal should be to think historically; in a chemistry class 

to think chemically: etc.) 

4. Become a questioner. Engage yourself in lectures and discussions by 

asking questions. If you don't ask questions, you will probably not discover 

what you do and do not know. 

5. Look for interconnections. The content in every class is always a 

SYSTEM of interconnected ideas, never a random list of things to 

memorize. Don't memorize. Study like a detective, always relating new 

learning to previous learning. 



Ideas for Becoming a Master Student

6. Think about the textbook as the thinking of the 

author. Your job is to think the thinking of the 

author. Roleplay the author frequently. Explain the 

main points of the text to another student, as if you 

were the author.

7. Consider class time as a time in which you 

PRACTICE thinking (within the subject) using the 

fundamental concepts and principles of the 

course. Don't sit back passive, waiting for 

knowledge to fall into your head.



Ideas for Becoming a Master Student

8. Relate content whenever possible to issues and 

problems and practical situations in your life. If you 

can't connect it to life, you don't know it. 

9. Figure out what study and learning skills you are not 

good at. Practice those skills whenever possible. 

Recognizing and correcting your weaknesses is a strength. 

10. Frequently ask yourself: "Can I explain this to someone 

not in class?" 

11. Routinely ask questions to fill in the missing pieces in 

your learning. Can you elaborate further on this? Can you 

give an example of that? if you don't have examples, you 

are not connecting what you are learning to your life. 



Ideas for Becoming a Master Student

12. Test yourself before you come to class by 

trying to summarize, orally or in writing, the main 

points of the previous class meeting. 

13. Learn to test your thinking using intellectual 

standards. "Am I being clear? Accurate? Precise? 

Relevant? Logical? Am 1 looking for what is most 

significant?“ 

14. Frequently evaluate your listening. Are you 

actively listening for main points? Are you 

capturing the main ideas on your notes?

15. Frequently evaluate your reading. Are you 

letting questions form during the Overview? 



How to Identify the Structure of a Subject
The Elements of Thought

• There are eight basic 

structures present in all 

thinking: 

– Whenever we think, we think for a 

purpose within a point of view 

based on assumptions leading to 

implications and consequences. 

– We use ideas and theories to 

interpret data, facts, and 

experiences in order to answer 

questions, solve problems, and 

resolve issues. In other words, all 

thinking within a discipline.



Intellectual Humility

• intellectual humility is knowledge of ignorance and 

sensitivity to what you know and what you do not know. 

– It means being aware of your biases, prejudices, self-deceptive 

tendencies, and the limitations of your viewpoint. 

– Questions that foster intellectual humility include: 

• What do I really know (about myself, about the situation, about 

another person, about my nation,  about what is going on in the 

world? )

• To what extent do my prejudices or biases influence my 

thinking? 

• To what extent have I been indoctrinated into beliefs that may 

be false?

• How do the beliefs I have uncritically accepted keep me from 

seeing things as they are?



Intellectual Courage

• Intellectual courage is the disposition to 

question beliefs you feel strongly about. 

– It includes questioning the beliefs of your culture 

and the groups to which you belong, and a willingness 

to express your views, even when they are unpopular. 

– Questions that foster intellectual courage include: 

• To what extent have I analyzed the beliefs I hold?

• To what extent have I questioned my beliefs, many of 

which I learned in childhood? 

• To what extent have I demonstrated a willingness to 

give up my beliefs when sufficient evidence is presented 

against them? 

• To what extent am I willing to stand up against the 

majority (even though people might ridicule me)? 




